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BOHEMIAN VOICE
O R G A N O F TH E BO H E M I A N - A M E R I C A N S I N TH E UN I T E D ST A T E S .

VOL. II.

OMAHA, NEB., FEBRUARY 1, 1894.
Motes.

Austrian ex-subjects, living in California will celebrate
two days at the San Francisco Midwinter Exposition.
The "Austrian Day" will take place on the 24th day of
April and the ''Slavonic Day" on the 20th of June. The
Montenegrines will have their day on June 22nd. Let us
hope that the "Austrians" of California will not disgrace
the monarchy of the Hapsburgs as much as their compa
triots did in Chicago, on September 18,1893.
*

*

*

The N. Y. limes thus describes the beauty of two new
compositions of Dvorak's given in New York City recently
—a quartet in F major and a string quartet in E flat:—
"Both compositions are as fresh and melodious in subject
matter, as clear in form, as spontaneous in development,
and as flexible in part writing as the best works of the
two earliest quartet writers. They are not profound;
there is none of the soaring or the yearning of the mighty
Beethoven, but that spirit of eternal sunshine in music
which Rubinstein acclaims as the soul of Mozart's music
is in every measure. These compositions are not of to
day; they are of yesterday. They are of the dawn of art,
with the freshness of the dew and the voices of the birds
in them. They are pure, sweet, wholesome, and from the
first to the last, all through and through, beautifulIn
them Dr. DvoHk has once again proclaimed his belief in
the possibility of imparting an American character to
music.
His themes are redolent of the cotton fields and
the river valleys of the South.''

Austrian newspapers are all in a flurry because of a
political murder committed by some members of the
"Omladina"—a secret organization composed of a few
hair-brained young men.
A Prague glovemaker by the
name of Mrva, alias ''Rigolletto of Tuscany," was, it
seems, a member of the "Omladina." On Christmas eve the
police found Rigolletto murdered in his room—a dirk had
been thrust in his treacherous heart by some avengers of
the society. From a note book found on the body of the
murdered man it was discovered that he was a police spy.
Alarmists in Vienna at once set a terrible howl about a
vast political conspiracy in Bohemia and hinted that
Russian roubles and French francs were "flowing" secretly
in Bohemia. All this of course, is a contemptible lie but
it serves its purpose nevertheless.
The whole Bohemian
nation is made responsible for the pranks of a few cob
blers' and tailors' apprentices who throw mud on Austrian
eagles and persecutions continue with renewed vigor.

No. 6.

In the year 1893 Bohemian music won unusual honors
in two European cities where one would have least ex
pected it—in Vienna and Berlin. Bohemian art had in
troduced itself there in such a charming and novel man
ner that it conquered the hearts of all, removing much of
that national prejudice with which both of the capital
cities regarded everything Bohemian. In April, 1893, t he
opera "Bartered Bride" of the genial Smetana was given
for the first time, translated in German, in the "Am Wien'r
theater, Vienna. Owing to the sudden illness of Miss
Diglas,who was to sing the part of Marie, Miss Anna Vesely
of Prague took her place and in this way occured the most
extraordinary event, that a Bohemian singer sang in
"German" Vienna and in the midst of German singers—
in the Bohemian language. The success of Smetana's
opera was complete and all the newspapers of the Aus
trian capital lauded it to the skiesAfter Vienna came
Berlin, in the beginning of July, where manager Baumann
introduced the same opera on the stage of the "Unter
den Linden" theater. Here the "Bartered Bride" found a
more enthusiastic reception than it did in Vienna. The
good people of Berlin were especially pleased with such
beautiful passages as "Think it over, Marie dear," etc.
(Rozmysli si, Marenko). Gratifying also was the success
achieved by a dramatic piece, "Pelop's wooing," by Vrchlicky and Fibicli, given for the first time in Antwerp.
This same playhouse will produce shortly the whole of
this melodramatic trilogy, which is known under the
name of "Hippodamie's death."—To Professor Dr. Ed
ward Albert of the university of Vienna belongs the
credit of having introduced, last year, some of the finest
Bohemian poetry before the German reading public. Dr.
Albert is well versed in both languages, Bohemian and
German, and whatever comes from his pen will reflect
honor on himself and on the authors whose best verses he is
translating into chaste German. The translator divided
his work in three parts: the first, which is out already, is
entitled "Poesie aus Bohmen" (Bohemian poetry) and it
contains selections from poets who are dead. The second
volume, "Neuere Poesie aus Bohmen" (New Bohemian
poetry) deals mainly with Jaroslav Vrclilicky (nom de
plume of Frida) verses. This is also in the market. The
third part of the collection will give specimens of contem
poraneous poets.
German newspapers were greatly sur
prised upon the publication of Albert's second volume—to
discover in Vrchlicky a poet of incomparable genius. The
achievements of Bohemian art in 1893 m ust fill the heart
of every patriot with pride.
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PRAGUE IN A STATE OF SIEGE.

Three days the debate lasted in the Austrian par
liament about the state of siege in Prague. The
speakers on the Bohemian side were: Dr. Herold,
who spoke on the legal aspect of the question, Dr.
Edward Gregr, who discussed the state of siege
from a political standpoint, and deputies Kaftan,
Blazek, Pacak, Zacek and Kaizl, who cited a multi
tude of facts showing the injustice and illegality of
the state of si ege.
The government, of course, carried its point and the
state of siege was sanctioned by a vote of 185 against
T3.
With the Bohemians voted the entire
Slavonic coalition, deputies Dostal, Kronawetter,
Pattai, Pernerstorfer, Lichtenstein, all the anti-Semmites, and Ruthenian deputies Romancuk, Podlasecky
and Tclysevsky. Before the vote was taken, the
Slovenes from ITohenwart's club, conservatives
Morsey, Treuenfels and Stiirgh, the three deputies
for Vorarlsberg, opportunists Zallinger and Schieder, liberals Waibel, all the Italians, the Servian
Kvekic and all the German nationalists, with the ex

ception of Polzhofer and Fiirnkranz, left the chamber.
Of the Poles the following did not vote: Hofmokl,
Potoczek, Lewakowski,
Lewicki, Roszkowski,
Sokolowski, Tylyszewski and Weigel; of the "unit
ed left," Beer, Exner and Fournier, of the Moravi
an land-owners Friess, of th e Bohemian land-owners,
Pabstmann.
It did not escape the notice of liberal men, that
the Polish deputies, with the above exception voted
against the Bohemians; and what is more remark
able yet, that the German "united left," a party
boasting of its liberalism, gave its solid vote
against the freedom of speech, and press and
against trial by jury!
Dr. Edward Gregr told the truth in his great
speech when he said that the vote on the state of siege
in Prague had accomplished one good thing: the Bo
hemian nation learned to know its friends and
enemies.
Dr. Jidward Oregds speech was, in substance, as
follows:
"In the first place, the dissatisfaction with the pre
sent system of g overnment in Austria, manifested it
self in tearing down and defiling of Austrian imperial
eagles.
"The tearing down of eagles— allow me to
make just a passing mention of it—was by no means
invented by Bohemians. The Hungarians would
not tolerate Austrian eagles in their country toward
the close of the sixties and it is a well known fact
that they shot down these eagles from public build
ings with guns and cannon.
Nobody was ever
arrested for this and no state of siege was proclaim
ed in Hungary. But so it is in our wonderful
state—what is extolled in one country as patriotism,
is branded in another as treason.
"The tearing down of Austrian eagles was not
confined to Hungary alone; even the government
officers indulged at one time in this evil practice.
You will recollect, gentlemen, that during the stay
of his majesty in the city of Brno (Brunn, capital of
Moiavia) which occured last year, I believe, the
building of the "Oeska Beseda" was decorated with
the coat-of-arms of the Bohemian crown. The lieu
tenant governor of Moravia ordered the police to re
move this eoat-of-arms and the ministry gave its
sanction to this unjustifiable act. The coat-of-arms
of the Bohemian crown was publicly insulted—the
coat-of-arms of the same crownlands of which his
majesty has declared in the highest rescript of Sep
tember 12, 1871: "Bearing in mind the glory and
power which the Bohemian crown conferred upon
us and our predecessors," etc.
"The Bohemian nation, too, is conscious of the
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glory and power, winch its ancestors had won
under the Bohemian standard and it beholds in
this standard the symbol of
its former
greatness and power and its future liberty
and independence. Therefore the Bohemian nation
felt bitterly the affront, which was given to it by
the tearing down of the Bohemian standard and it is
not surprising that a few young men, feeling them
selves hurt in their patriotic feeling, seek to retaliate
for the indignities done to their country.
"Let us, however, turn our attention to a matter
which I consider more serious than all this.
It is
the question: What is the meaning of all these pop
ular demonstrations against the Austrian imperial
eagles, and what has brought them about?
"These demonstrations obviously signify that
there is an ever increasing dislike among the Bo
hemian
people to the Austrian regime, that
the Bohemian people are convinced more and more
that they have not found either happiness, justice or
prosperity in Austria.
"These, 1 confess, are very sad, very serious
symptoms to the safety of the state. But no one,
gentlemen, who is acquainted with the history of
Bohemia, since the latter's consolidation with
Austria, who knows the various measures that were
taken against the Bohemian people, will wonder at
the feeling which has taken root among the people
and which is increasing in intensity.
(After an interruption by the president of the
Reichsrath, who warns him not to speak of "antidynastic" feeling, the speaker continues:)
"The fact is that the Bohemian nation, under the
rule of Austria was so cruelly and brutally oppressed
and tortured that it was brought to the verge of
absolute annihilation.
"The fact is, that it is intended to despoil the Bo
hemian people of their nationality and Germanize
them.
' 'The fact is that the Bohemian kingdom has been
robbed, notwithstanding compacts and solemn cov.
cnants of kings, of its independence and reduced to
the position of a province of Cisleithania.
"The fact is, that every imaginable obstacle is be
ing placed in the way of national and intellectual
development of the Bohemian people.
"The fact is, that the Bohemian kingdom is com
pelled to bear, comparatively, the heaviest burden of
taxes of all the lands of the monarchy; that it is being
unmercifully drained and robbed.
"The fact is, that it was intended to divide the
Bohemian kingdom into two nationally and admin
istratively distinct territories, by means of the so-
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called Viennese compromise and that the Bohemian
nation was to be subjected to the German element.
"These, gentlemen, are undeniable facts,—these
are some of the benefits which Bohemians have been
enjoying in Austria in the past and which they are
enjoying now.
This is the boon wdiicli fell to
the lot of Bohemia wdien she joined Austria of her
own free will.
"And, since it is claimed here, that the Bohemian
nation has made within the last two decades a most
remarkable progress in every department of human
endeavor, let me say, that this is not owing to any
effort of Austria or her various governments. What
has been achieved by the Bohemian people was done
unassisted by Austria—in fact, in opposition to
her,—was done through their own unaided efforts.
' 'Austrian governments have tried repeatedly to in
culcate a sort of an "Austrian patriotism" in the var
ious people composing the monarchy and of course,
in the Bohemian nation. I myself perceive the
necessity of s uch patriotism in a state, where military
duty is exacted and where even the citizen in a uni
form asks himself the question: For whom and
why should I brave the enemy's bullets? What
benefit does my country and nation derive from it,
if I risk my life?
"Our fatherland is the kingdom of Bohemia, just
as Galicia is the fatherland of the Poles, Tyrol of
the Tyroleans, Dalmatia of the Dalmatians and so
forth. What is Austria? Austria is only a common
name for all these countries and people. I call to
witness representatives of all these nations, whether
they ever intended sacrificing the sacred attachment
to their fatherland to an ill-made political creation,
conceived in the head of a foreign adventurer—ad
venturer, ignorant of the real nature of this mon
archy and of the historic culture and rights of its
many people? *
•
"Dr. Smolka remarked once: We will be loyal
Austrians, if we are permitted to be loyal Poles,
loyal Bohemians, loyal Slovenes, etc. To this 1
would add: we will love Austria only on this condi
tion, and we will joyfully make sacrifices in its be
half, if we are convinced that Austria loves us in re
turn and that it is willing to make sacrifices for us
and to offer an asylum and protection to our national
and intellectual interests.
"Obviously, this is the true mission, the true
object of the Austrian monarchy. Austria came
into being—and this is a well known historical fact—
because certain, independent, sovereign nations en
tered into a voluntary compact for the purpose of
shielding and protecting one another under the
^Austria was reconstructed by Beust, a Saxon statesman.
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scepter of the Hapsburgs; they certainly did not
form a union in order to contend against each
other, to oppress and to annihilate one another.
"The only true, and practicable means of arousing
Austrian patriotism among Bohemian people is by
resuscitating the original idea, which led to the for
mation of this union. You cannot inculcate pat
riotism into people by means of states of siege, by
imprisonment and similar persecutions. Policemen's
sabre and club have never yet aroused in any
nation a sense of love for its sovereign, and they
often had the reverse effect.
"I shall now touch upon another, more serious
phase of the question, which lends a very threaten
ing background to Bohemian affairs. It is undeni
able that a certain portion of the Bohemian people
have lost much of that love for the reigning monarch
which they had once cherished.
"Until recently the fidelity, loyalty and devotion
of the Bohemian people to the reigning house were
above question. His majesty himself had most
graciously confessed it in his rescript of September
12, 1871, wherein he remarked: "mindful of the
staunch fidelity with which the people of Bohemia
have at all times supported our throne," etc.
His
majesty had the opportunity of' testing the fidelity
and attachment of the Bohemian people on various
other occasions. I shall only allude to the conduct
of the Bohemian people and especially the conduct
of ihe citizens of Prague during the Prussian invas
ion of 1866. That year too, a state of siege was
proclaimed over Prague. But it was a foreign in
vader that proclaimed the state of siege in Prague—
an old enemy of Austria—in order to suppress the
outbursts of loyalty and devotion which the Bohem
ian people cherished for their sovereign. To-day
it is our own government, which raised the state of
siege over Prague, for the purpose of suppressing
the outbursts of disloyalty and disaffection spread
ing among the same people.
"So rapidly do times change and to such a con
dition will some time brave and patient people be
driven by an unjust and insensate government
policy.
1 'The dynastic feeling reached its climax in the
hearts of the Bohemian people in 1871, the year of
the issuance of the highest imperial rescript. The
Bohemian people welcomed the imperial rescript as an
act of the most exalted determination and as a happy
stroke of statesmanship and royal generosity. The
Bohemian people looked to their king in those days,
as their knightly defender, their redeemer from a

thraldom that had oppressed them for centuries, they
were convinced that their gracious and wise sovereign
had at last concluded to fulfill their most cherished
wishes and aspirations.
However, the promises
in the highest rescript remain unfulfilled to this
day.
"The Bohemian people could not believe that the
royal word could be so easily disregarded and laid
aside. The Bohemian people had hopes that the time
would come at last, when the crown would ledeem
its solemn promise. Count Taaffe himself had
nourished this hope in the Bohemian people, for as
late as 1879 the emperor in his speech from the throne
alluded to the question of Bohemian home rule and
it was only on account of this renewed promise that the
Bohemian deputies entered the parliament. Thus
we see that the Bohemian nation was waiting pat
iently for a number of years, and during these
many years it has rendered many an abject service
to the government, hoping that its fidelity would
be rewarded in the end. But on December 17, 1889,
ten years after the throne speech referred to,
Count Taaffe declared before this parliament, that
the government could not think of g iving its sanction
to Bohemian home rule, and recommending to the
sovereign to crown himself as king of Bohemia.
"This was an evil declaration which filled the
people with bitter resentment.
"W hen in January, 1890, the government had
agreed on the Viennese compromise, so-called,—a
move which contemplated nothing less than the des
truction of Bohemian home rule and the overthrow
of the political and national independence of Bohem
ia—then the hood fell from the eyes of the most
obtuse and credulous politicians and a conviction
gained ground in the Bohemian people, that the im
perial rescript was to be shelved for good.
"In place of enthusiasm and gratitude there arose
an intense feeling of disappointment. All hopes of
the people were shattered as if with one blow. . . .
"No, gentlemen, the true cause of the anti-Aus
trian and anti-dynastic feeling that at present mani
fests itself among the people, must not be ascribed to
our party. The various ministries should be called
to account for it. And, if there is any one against
whom the state of siege should be proclaimed,—it
should be against the men who were instrumental ini
bringing the state of siege on Prague. The blame that
the Bohemian people are fast getting disloyal to
their emperor must fall on the heads of these men,
who stand between the Bohemian people and their
rights, who know no other policy but that of repres
sion, police surveillance and states- of siege, who
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are incapable of any other feeling toward the Bo
hemian people but that of hostility and hatred, as is
evidenced daily from the official organs.
"The offenders at Prague were arrested, legal
proceedings will be instituted against them and
since the jury trials have been suspended, you may
be sure that they will be convicted and severe pun
ishments inflicted on them.
"But, what good will all this do?
"Possibly, these demonstrations will be stopped
and suppressed for a time, but will the evil be er
adicated from the root, will the sentiment of the
Bohemian people be changed?
"Certainly not
"I know of a way to conciliate the Bohemian
people and I am sure, if the government acts on my
advice, there can be no doubt about the result.
' 'Let his excellency, the president of the ministry,
as the first counselor of the crown, go before his
majesty, the emperor, and let him urge him to ful
fil at last the promises which he had made to the
Bohemian nation in the highest rescript of Septem
ber 12, 1871.
I assure his excellency, that the
moment the Bohemian crown is placed on the annointed head of his majesty, as an evidence that justice
had been done at last to the Bohemian nation—in
that exalted and solemn moment will disappear every
vestige of anti-dynastic feelings. I may add further,
that there never lived a people, who environed their
sovereign with deeper gratitude, devotion and en
thusiasm than the Bohemian people would surround
their crowned king—their crowned king, I repeat.
(Loud applause from Bohemian seats.)
"Let me ask you once more, what is it you hope
to achieve by the state of siege? The official news
papers proclaim daily that all these extraordinary
measqres are directed more against the Young
Chekhs than any one else. This I believe, for the
whole explanation of the minister of justice, and all
the arguments of th e government point unmistakably
to the Young Chekhs as the provoking spirits of the
movement in Bohemia and of the demonstrations re
sulting therefrom. The state of siege, also, accord
ing to these arguments, is intended solely against the
Young Chekhs.
"If the government expects that the state of
siege and the latest persecutions will weaken and
possibly destroy our party, it is certainly mistaken.
Single individuals may be put to a great deal of
hardship, numerous families may be either ruined
or deprived of their natural supporters, the existence
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and future of a number of young people may there
by be endangered or blasted, but our party, our
national liberal party will, if anything, only gain in
strength by all this.
"Gentlemen, if our program and our policy were
not in accord with the sentiments and aspirations of
the Bohemian people, if our party had not sprung
from amongst the people, if it had not taken a firm
hold in the hearts of the people, then, believe me, no
campaigning, be it ever so thorough and masterful,
could secure such influence to a political party as
our party can boast of. But it is j ust owing to this,
that our party has taken root in the convictions, in
the feeling and, if I may say, in the whole being of
the Bohemian people, that it can be neither weaken
ed nor shakened by such trite and unworthy means
as a state of siege.
' 'That this is true the government will realize at
the approaching election to the land diet of Bohem
ia, as indeed, it could have perceived already from
the result of the city election at Prague. The vic
tory of the Young Chekhs on that occasion must be
ascribed to the effect of the state of siege, which
embitters every citizen regardless of party.
"To a certain extent we may be thankful to the
government for its late persecutions, for while ex
posing the weakness of the government partisans,
they at the same time create political martyrs;
and, martyrdom has always been the best school
for those who struggle for right, truth and freedom.
"Before concluding, allow me to say a few words
to the various parties in this parliament.
I do not
do this for the purpose of soliciting their favor or
asking them for aid. We Bohemians run after no
one and this is particularly true of our party. Hav
ing implicit confidence in the justness of our cause
we rely on our own strength, and we seek allies
only among those who prize right and justice higher
than their own interests, than the favor of the gov
ernment and the flattery of the powerful in this
world.
"I address myself to the different parties of this
parliament only because I want to hold a mirror be
fore them, because I want to show them in what
light they will stand before the gaze of the world,
if they vote for the state of siege.
"As far as the "German United Left'' party is
concerned, 1 had not the slightest doubt from the
very beginning but that it would vote for the state
of siege. I know my dear German countrymen too
well and the experience of the last thirty years has
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taught me that one can always "get them" when
ever it is a question of doing wrong, harm and in
jury to the Bohemian nation. The position of this
party toward the state of siege in Bohemia character
izes, better than anything else, its policy
"I now appeal to another party-—the Polish gen
tlemen. You, gentlemen, represent a nation which
above others tasted of the cup of misfortune and,
therefore, you should be better qualified to judge
what it means for a nation to lose its independence,
and to be oppressed both nationally and politically.
You, gentlemen from Galicia should be best able to
judge what it means to tear apart your fatherland,
which you dearly love, and you, gentlemen of Polish
blood, should before others try to extenuate and to
condone, if the youth, seeing a situation so desper
ate, violates the law. It was not always that you,
gentlemen of the Polish blood, have used legal
means against those who dared to trample on your
liberty, your nationality and your country. I do
not reproach you for it, because history teaches that
revolutions are a crime only if unsuccessful, while
they are extolled as heroism, if victorious.
But
enough of t his.
"It is said that the Poles are a nation of knights;
but among the first attributes of t rue knighthood is to
protect those who are oppressed or unfortunate. The
Bohemian nation is both oppressed and unhappy.
T ou would hardly be performing a knightly service
if you assisted our enemies, who are also your
enemies, to tighten the fetters, with which the Bo
hemian nation is bound. An action of this kind
would certainly not form a bright page in the his
tory of Poland.
"One word to the Bohemian land-owners. These
gentlemen will be the most willing, of all the clubs
in parliament, to vote for the state of siege, because
this state of siege is their own doing.
"It has been remarked already and everyone ac
quainted with the situation in Bohemia is aware of
the fact, that we have, in Bohemia, a sort of
side-government, consisting of a small number of
the high Bohemian nobility and of a sort of feudal
patriarchy to which belongs among others, our
present lieutenant-governor and our new president
of the ministry. These gentlemen, as one may
readily suppose are the most inveterate enemies of
our party. These gentlemen are conservatives of
the most pronounced type, we are a liberal, pro
gressive party.
These gentlemen are without
nationality, being neither Germans nor Slavonians,
as they claim, they are a kind of national herma

phrodites. We on the contrary, are unqualifiedly
national—and national-Slavonic at that. These
gentlemen are nothing but an ornament of the court,
a sort of camarilla, while we are a people's party,
a democratic party which does not have access to
the court and does not wish to have.
"From this you may see, gentlemen, that there is
such a vast difference between us and the feudal gen
tlemen of the large estates that a fight is unavoidable.
However, the gentlemen of the high Bohemian
nobility happen to possess, at present, (fortunately
or unfortunately) great influence at the court in
Vienna and they have employed the state of siege as a
means of crushing the hated Young Chekh party.
"This then, gentlemen, is the true motive to the
state of siege, this is the key to the situation. And
from this you will see, that whoever votes for the
state of siege, will neither do a favor to the govern
ment, nor to the state, nor to the dynasty—he will
only please a handful of illiberals, composing the
Bohemian large estate.
' T deem it useless to admonish the Slovenes or the
representatives of the Slavic nationalities. If their
own heart and conscience do not tell them that they
would sin greatly against the idea of S lavonic unity,
if they lent aid to our opponents who are intent upon
checking the national and political development of
the Bohemian people—then I deny that they are
true representatives of the feelings and convictions
of their nation. No Slavonic nation must forget
itself so far as to ally itself to the enemies of Slavs,
to vote against the Bohemian nation.
"However, cast your votes just as you please,
gentlemen, as your conscience and honor dictate
you, the Bohemian nation will gain one benefit from
your action at least—it will learn to know its
enemies and its friends in their true light and with
out disguise.
"Dr. Klaic drew here a comparison between Ire
land and Bohemia; I thank him for his remarks,
which issued from a brotherly Slavonic heart. The
kingdom of Bohemia is the Ireland of Austria.
(Hisses on the left mingled with applause from Bo
hemian seats.)
"I conclude, gentlemen. The state of siege is
nothing new to Bohemians, nothing uncommon.
Ever since this nation forms a part of t his monarchy,
it is living, more or less, in a state of siege. Bight,
decency and justice were always meted out to it by
another, and shorter measure than to others. The
entire statescraft of Austria centered heretofore in
an endeavor to persecute and oppress the Bohemian
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nation by the most repressive measures. Bohemia
became the Ireland of Austria. After cruel perse
cutions, lasting for centuries, proud and powerful
England will one day have to concede poor Ireland
its rights and independence; and likewise weak and
disjointed Austria will one day be unable to resist
the just claims of the Bohemian nation. States of
siege and like means of unworthy and degrading
tyranny, may be compared to a stone thrown into
water. The water surface is struck and agitated,
but the current cannot be impeded. The Bohemian
nation will some day become free and independent,
like other nations of this country, like the Magyars
became independent. This is our firm and unyield
ing conviction for which we live and for which we
will die if necessary. And, it will be better for
Austria and the reigning dynasty, if the Bohemian
nation receives its freedom from Austria and her
dynasty than if it should obtain it from other
sources and other agencies."
Dr. Ilerold, the second speaker of the Young
Chekhs, remarked among other things:
"The moment the Bohemian people become really
disloyal Austria will cease to exist.
' 'Things are imputed to dr. Gregr which he never
had in mind while delivering his speech.
The
minister, answering and explaining charges, which
were made against the administration and the gov
ernment, alluded to the high development of Bo
hemia, and he spoke of the "bright escutcheon" of
this country and he stated, besides, that the govern
ment regards it as its duty to remove every stain
which might blot this bright escutcheon.
"Bohemia is a beautiful country and travelers
passing through behold many a charming scene
there.
But how much more beautiful and
pleasing this picture would be, if the people, inhab
iting this fine country, were also happy. (Applause
from Bohemian deputies.)
"The people are dissatisfied according to your
own statement and if you wish to make Bohemia
the pearl of Austria, you have to do what is right.
"We are proud of our fat hefland; we know that we
inhabit a country which once played a great role in the
world's history and which has a weighty mission
to perform yet.
"Of this country of ours, I repeat, we are proud.
We love it intensely—we love it as no people love
their native land.
(Applause from the Young
Chekhs.)
"We love it both because it is beautiful, and be
cause the history of the last thousand years shows,
its every stone and clod has been watered copiously
with the blood of our ancestors; we love it because
we have made it what it is to-day. But this love is
not without its allay of bitterness, for we feel too
keenly that we do not have that measure of national
freedom which is due to the welfare of our country
and nation and to which our high state of culture,
the share of taxes we pay and our position in Aus
tria entitle us.
(Applause from Bohemian seats.)
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THE RUSSIAN SPECTEK IN AUSTRIA.

The trials for treason at Prague serve to show
that nothing can repress the ardor of the more pro
gressive Chekhs for complete Bohemian autonomy.
When a natural agitation reaches the stage indicated
by recent events in Bohemia, there is no choice left
for the central power at Vienna save concession of
the rights demanded or absolute repression. What
the Bohemians want is the virtual independence en
joyed by the Hungarians, and this the Austrian
government is resolved not to grant.
The reasons are obvious.
The Slavonic race is
predominant in Bohemia, and has a strong attach
mont to Russia. Should war break out between the
Czar and the Triple Alliance the sympathy of the
Bohemian Slavs would be with their Russian fellow
Slavs rather than with the Austrians.
It is not to
be presumed that the Bohemians would abandon
their Russian preferences, even should Austria con
cede separation, while a separate Bohemian govern
ment, with headquarters at Prague, might prove a
danger to Austria far more formidable than Bohem
ia, prostrate under Austrian rule, and garrisoned
by Austrian bayonets.
The cases of Hungary and
Bohemia are far from being similar, as regards the
attitude of t hose two nationalities toward the foreign
policy of th e Hapsburg empire; for the Hungarians
hate the Russians with a bitter and unquenchable
hatred, and nothing could be more popular in Hun
gary than a war against Russia. In Bohemia the
feeling of t he majority is exactly the reverse.
Another difficulty in the way of making conces
sions to Bohemia is that other nationalities would
probably be aroused to make similar demands, and
the disruption of the Austro-ITungarian empire
hastened.
This tendency to disruption is likely to
be aggravated when the present emperor dies, should
his successor prove to be lacking in the qualities
that have enabled Francis Joseph to overcome
crises that would have been fatal to a weaker sover
eign. Francis Joseph shows no inclination to yield
to Bohemian demands.
On the contrary, he is
pursuing a policy of stern repression, being clearly
satisfied that a repressive course is best for the se
curity of the empire. The Bohemian malcontents
will therefore have to wait for the opportunity
which future war may offer to obtain their coveted
autonomy.
The Hapsburgs seldom concede anything save un
der the pressure of misfortune and at the dictation of
arms. It was thus that Lombardy obtained libera
tion and Hungary a separate constitution.
With
Russian cannon at the gates of Vienna, even a Haps
burg ruler might be willing to grant to Bohemia a
separate government sooner than lose the country
altogether.
The Bohemians are an intelligent
people. They are acquainted with the lessons of
the past, and can draw therefrom conclusions as to
future. The past teaches them to expect little from
Austrian magnanimity and much from Austrian
distress and calamity, and if calamity is to come to
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Austria it will be brought by the armies of the
Czar.—N. Y. Frees.
It is pretty certain that when the Russians come
once more to knock on the gates of Austria it will
not be to help or save her as was the case in 1849,
but to chastise her for her base treachery. In an
ticipation of the punishment which is sure to come
and unable to relieve their troubled conscience in
any other way, the Hapsburgs and their hirelings
traduce Russia at every opportunity. The villification of Russia has become so general in Viennese
journals, especially since the triple alliance, that all
those who do not share in it are accused of lack of
"Austrian patriotism"—and even of treason.
Austria, as our readers know, has a Slavonic
body and a German head; that is to say, the
majority of her subjects are Slavoninas who are com
pelled to do the hardest work and the minority
are the Germans, who do the ' 'thinking part.'1
Very often it happens, that the body mutinies
against the head and vice versa, as was the case in
Agrippa's favorite fable where the members of a
man rebelled against the stomach; and, thus it comes
that for many a decade Austria was without a clearly
defined policy of s tate.
It is obvious, that the Slavonic people of Austria
(with the possible exception of Poles) cannot remain
indifferent when the Viennese journals villify Rus
sia or prate about the necessity of Austria's remain
ing in the triple alliance. The feeling of Slavonic
brotherhood on one side—all the Slavs belonging to
one common parent stock—and the instinct of
self-protection on the other, forbid them to remain
silent. And, because the Bohemians are the vanguard
of the Austrian Slavs and because they resent the
insults to Russia and because they have the manhood
of telling the Austrian statesmen in parliament, that
the monarchy is untrue to its, manifest destiny by re
maining in the triple alliance—an alliance which
serves to aggrandize Germany, her traditional
enemy,—they are branded as Russophiles, Panslavists, and the charge of treason is flung constantly in
their faces.
When the Bohemians begun to assert their politi
cal rights for the first time, their opponents laughed
them to scorn, saying that there is no such thing as a
Bohemian nation, that Bohemians ceased to exist
long ago.
Later on, when the nation had demonstrated its
strength both in the land diet and the parliament,
this subterfuge was dropped, but another substitut
ed in its place; this time our enemies answered our
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demand for home rule by the assertion that we had
forfeited our political rights.
But when the present emperor recognized these
rights above his own signature in the memorable
"irrevocable rescript" this ground too, was aband
oned.
At present our enemies contend that it
would be dangerous to give us home rule because we
sympathize with the Russians.
We are sorry that American newspapers like the
N. Y. Press allow themselves to be duped by
the Viennese newspapers, and that they believe the
silly stories about the Russian bugaboo. Why
should Bohemians yearn after Russian rule, pray?
Why should they crave for orthodoxy and bureau
cracy in Russia, when they condemn the same
systems at home? It must be plain to every fair
minded person that the Russian bugbear is only a
feint on the part of the Austrian government, to
arouse the antipathy of Europe against the Bohem
ian people and to withold their rights from them.
CRUSHED, YET CONQUERING.

(A story of Constance and Bohemia.)

This is the title of an English book published not
long ago in New York and Chicago. It is a tale of
chivalry in which the central and all-pervading figure
is John Hus, the great reformer. Its author is Miss
L. Alcock, a well known English novel writer.
Our first glimpse of Hus is before the Council of
Constance, and the story of the foredoomed and
faithful martyr, of the faithless emperor who guar
anteed him safe conduct, and of th e infamous council
which had drafted his condemnation even before he
had been brought to trial, and the whole proceed
ings of the council, down to the unfrocking of the
martyr and his immolation at the stake is told with
dramatic force, which no fiction could heighten.
The chief character or hero of the story is Hubert
Bohun, a son of Sir Hubert Bohun, an English
knight who had married a French lady. Hubert is
introduced as an orphan of six years of age when he
becomes the ward of the Bishop of Arras. Brought
up at the university of Paris, his daring and reck
less spirits render him the terror of the doctors,
until one of his more severe offenses is charged
against another student when Hubert confesses, and
so wins the chancellor—the celebrated Gerson—by
his manly demeanor, that the latter paid the fine he
had himself imposed, and attached Hubert to him.
The chancellor was the life and soul of the Council
of Constance, and Hubert attending him as secre
tary was greatly impressed with the noble bearing of
Hus. After the reformer's martyrdom, Hubert left
the chancellor and entered the service of Knight
John of Chlum, who made so noble an appearance
*The Book has 584 pages and those desiring it should address, Heming H. Reveil Co., New York City. Tbye same work may be obtained in
Bohemian by addressing J. Basteck^, Skolska ul., 6 24 N. Praha, Bo
hemia. Its title in Bohemian is "Povidka z Kostnice." Published by
the Comenius Society of Prague, price, 65kr.
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in Constance standing by Hus when all else forsook
him.
The story then shifts to Bohemia where we are
presented with graphic pictures of the result of
Hus's teachings and martyrdom, and of the gallant
stand of the Bohemians for civil and religious free
dom, against the invasions of the Crusaders, whom
the Pope summoned for their annihilation. Hubert
wins his spurs in the cause of fr eedom and of course
the heart of a fair young lady, at whose feet he lays
them down.
Some of the finest passages of the book relate to
incidents of the trial, at which Hubert was present.
It was laid to the charge of the prisoner, that he
had expressed a doubt as to the damnation of the
great English heretic, John Wickliffe. Heretic he
was, and that a great one, thought Hubert with a
sigh, "yet still he was my brave father's friend,
and if there is any man on earth bold enough to say
a word for him, 1 would like to hear it."
The voice of the accused rang through the crowd
ed hall: "I said not whether John Wickliffe was
saved or lost. This I said that I would willingly
have my soul with his."
A shout of insulting laughter which even the
presence of t he emperor could not restrain, greeted
the dauntless words. Perhaps it was not mockery
alone, but fierce exultation. Let this man who
would that his soul were with Wickliffe's take the
doom that he had earned!
Even this was not the end. Pierre D'Hilly
(Cardinal of Cambray) rose and demanded, that he
should be brought back. Back again came the feet
weary enough by this time. Having first secured
the attention of t he emperor, D'Hilly began: "John
Hus, 1 have heard you say that if you had not come
to Constance of your own free will neither the em
peror nor the King of Bohemia could have brought
you hither."
"Reverend father, this indeed I said, that there
were many lords in Bohemia who wished me well;
and they could have so kept me that no person, not
even the emperor nor the King of Bohemia could
have constrained me to come hither."
"Do you hear the audacity of this man?" cried
D'Hilly, crimson with rage.
A fierce murmur ran through the assembly, and
the emperor's brow gathered thunder. But a noble
from his own suite stepped forward, and stood un
daunted between the angry monarch and the furious
council. It was that good knight and true, John of
Chlum. "John Hus speaks truth," said he, "and
truth it is. I am the least of the barons of Bohemia,
yet would I have kept him in safety a whole year
against king and emperor.
What, then, would
those have done who are far mightier than I, whose
fortresses are impregnable."
Publisher Sergei of Chicago announces that the
history of Bohemia by Mr. Vickers will be out by
the end of February.

LUTHER ON HUS.
Preface of Dr. Martin Luther, to the letters of John Has published
by him in thd year 1537.*

Should any man read these letters, or hear them read,
being, at the same time, in possession of a sound intelli
gence, and, in the face of God, having a regard for his own
conscience, he will not, I am convinced, hesitate to allow
that John Hus was endowed with the precious gifts of the
Holy Spirit. Observe, in fact, how firmly he clung, in his
writings and his words, to the doctrines of Christ; with
what courage he struggled against the agonie» of death;
with what patience and humility he suffered every indig
nity; and with what greatness of soul he at last con
fronted a cruel death in defence of the truth;—doing all
these things alone and unaided, before an imposing assem
bly of the most powerful and eminent men, like a lamb
in the midst of wolves and lions.
If such a man is to be
regarded as a heretic, no person under the sun can be
looked on as a true Christian. By what fruits, then, shall
we recognize the truth, if it is not manifest by those with
which John Hus was so richly adorned ?
The greatest crime of John Hus was his having declared
that a man of impious life was not the head of the Uni
versal Church: he allowed him to be the chief of a particu
lar church, but not of the universal one; just the same as
a minister of the word, whose life is criminal, still remains
minister according to external appearance, although he is
not, on that account, a member of the saints in his
church. In a similar manner, John Hus denied that an
impious and flagitious pontiff was a worthy one, although
seated on the throne of the Church; it is as if we should
declare that Judas, being both traitor and robber, was
not an honest man, although he had been called to the
functions of an apostle. Every effort, in fact, was made
to prevail on John Hus to admit that a criminal pope
ought to be regarded as a saint, and was infallible; that
his words and acts were alike holy, and ought to be re
ceived and respected as so many articles of f aith. All the
men of the Council of Constance, wise as they were consid
ered, would have lent a favorable ear to such assertions,—
they who, when they had dethroned three culpable pon
tiffs, did not allow to any one the right of condemning them
to the flames ! But when John Hus said the same things,
they dragged him at once to the stake !
The door was (once more) thrown open to similar events,
by the indulgences which the Roman pontiff scattered
with such profusion over the whole world, and by the
jubilee which he instituted at Rome to build the church
St, Peter: for the pope, amongst his other inventions, de
clared, and afterwards confirmed by his bulls, that the
souls of such persons as, having undertaken a pilgrimage
to Rome, should happen to die on the way, should at once
take flight to heaven; and, in his quality of God on earth
and God's viceroy, he orders, most peremptorily, the
angels to bear such souls upwards on rapid cars. Tetzel,
the bearer of the indulgences of the bisohp of Mentz, in
like manner taught that the souls would spring from
purgatory to heaven, as soon as the clink of the money
paid into the treasury should be heard; but when shortly
after he was confounded and put to shame, he shut his im
pudent mouth.
It was to oppose such impieties, calculated as they
were to disgust even a brute animal, that John Hus,
preacher of the word of God at the chapel of Bethlehem
at Prague, put himself forward. He denied that any such
power was given to the Roman pontiff, who, he boldy de-%
clared, might be mistaken in that as well as many other
things. Having then taken the great liberty of inculca
ting that the pope can err (a heresy then considered far
more frightful than to deny Jesus Christ), he was con*By Simile de Bonnechose, translated by Campbell Mackenzie,
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strained by violence to confirm what he had maintained
in saying, that an impious pope w as not a pious one.
All
then were in wild commotion, like so many wild boars,
and they gnashed their teeth, knit their brows, bristled
up their coats, and, at last, rushing precipitately on him,
delivered him cruelly and wickedly to the flames.
One of the first articles that it was necessary to admit
at that period was, that the Bomau pontiff was infallible;
and such was the opinion of the jurisconsults of the Boman court. It did not appear presumable that any error
could emanate from so elevated a quarter; but when per
sonal presumptions are formed, it often comes to pass too
much is presumed.
The extraordinary mistake of these men on so import
ant a point, and the manifest outrages which John Hus
suffered from them, only served to animate him with
greater courage.
A conscience pure of all crime before
God and before the world, affords a man a great consola
tion in his misfortunes; and if his suffering should be for
the name and glory of God, the Holy Spirit, the Comforter
of the afflicted, immediately comes to his aid, and lends
him assistance against the word and against demons, as
Christ has promised (Matt, x ) i n these words: "It is not
you who speak, but the Spirit of your Father who speaks
in you;" and (Luke xxi.) "Fori will give you a mouth and
wisdom, which all your adversaries shall not be able to
resist and gainsay."
I have heard from some persons worthy of faith, that
the Emperor Maximilian said, in speaking of John Hus,
"They have done great injustice to that excellent man."
Erasmus of Botterdam, in his early writings, now in my
possession, has declared that John Hus had been burned,
but not convinced; and the general opinion amongst pious
men of that day was, that he had been loaded with out
rage and violence. I will relate here what Dr. Staupitz
narrated to me of a conversation which he had with his
predecessor, Andrew Proles, a man of birth and merit, rela
tive to the rose of Dr. John Zacharias. This Zacharias
was represented in the cloisters bearing a rose in his hat,
as a distinction for him, and an affront to John Hus.
Proles, seeing this image, said, "I would not consent to
wear that rose." Staupitz having inquired for what mo
tive, Proles replied, "When it was maintained before the
Council of Constance against John Hus, that the pope
could not be represented by any one, Dr. Zacharias
brought forward the passage of Ezekiel (chap, xxxiv.), It
is I who am above the shepherds, and not the people. John
Hus denied that these words could be found to form part
of the chapter alluded to; and Zacharias offered to prove
the contrary, from the very bible which John Hus had
brought from Bohemia: for Zacharias, like many others,
had often visited Hus for the purpose of convincing him
and he had by chance happened to perceive the passage
in question. The bible was then produced in the assem
bly, and it showed that Zacharias was right. John Hus,
nevertheless, maintained that the bible was not a correct
one, and that the other versions would not confirm it; but
being overwhelmed by the clamours of his adversaries, he
lost his cause, and Zacharias received a rose from the
Council, in perpetual memory of this fact. "And yet,"
observed Proles, "it is certain that these words are not
found in any correct bible, whether manuscript or printed
and that they all testify against Zacharias." Such was the
account of Proles to Dr. Staupitz.
The verse alluded to is found in all German, Latin,
Greek and Hebrew bibles, as it was quoted by John Hus;
but at Constance they could not admit it in any other
way than as quoted by Zacharias, who deserved neither
to receive the rose nor to wear it.
The adversaries of John Hus' opinions have themselves
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testified to his learuing.
Thirty years back, I heard
several able theologians declare that "John Hus was an
exceedingly superior doctor, and that he surpassed in
erudition and knowledge all the persons composing the
council." His writings, and, amongst others, his Treatise
on the C hurch, and his Sermons, confirm this eulogium.
When I was a divinity student at Erfurt, my hand
happened to alight, one day, in the library of the monas
tery, on a volume of John Hus's sermons. Having read,
on the cover of the work, the words, Sermons of Joh n Hus,
I was immediately inflamed with a desire to ascertain, by
perusing this book, that had escaped from the flames, and
was thus preserved in a public library, what heresies he
hhd disseminated. I was struck with amazement as I
read on, and was filled with an astonishment difficult to
describe, as I sought out for what reason so great a man—
a doctor, so worthy of veneration, and so powerful in ex
pounding the Scriptures—had been burned to death. But
the name of Hus was, at that period, such an object of
execration, that I absolutely believed that if I spoke of
him in terms of praise, the heavens would fall on me, and
the sun veil his light. Having then closed the book, I
withdrew sad at heart, and I remarked to myself, by way
of consolation. -"Perhaps he wrote those things before he
fell into heresy.'' At that time I was still ignorant of
what had passed in the Council of Constance.
All that I could say would only add infinitely to the
high character of John Hus.
His adversaries render him
a striking, though unintentional testimony; for if their
clouded eyes could open to the light, they would blush
at the remembrance of the things which they themselves
narrate. The author of a collection of the acts of the
council, written in German, and enriched with very many
remarkable details, endeavours, with all his power, to
cover with odium the cause of John Hus; and yet he de
clares, that when Hus beheld himself stripped of all the
dignities of his order, he smiled with intrepid firmnesss.
According to the same author, also, Hus, when conduct
ed to the funeral pile, constantly repeated—"Jesus, Son
of God, have pity on me!" At the sight of the fatal stake
to which he was to be fixed in order to be burned, he fell
on his knees and cried out—"Jesus, Son of the living
God, who suffered for us all, have pity on me!" Behold
ing a peasant bringing some wood to feed the flames,
he
again smiled with mildness, and uttered these words of
St Jerome—"O holy simplicity!" A priest having drawn
nigh, and demanded if he desired to confess, Hus replied,
that he was ready to do so; and the priest having insisted
on the necessity of abjuring, John Hus refused, saying
that he did not consider himself guilty of any mortal sin.
The man who, in the agony of death, invoked, with so
firm a heart, Jesus the Son of God - who, for such a cause,
delivered up his body to the flames with so strong a faith,
and so stedfast a constancy—if such a man, I repeat, de
serves not to be considered a generous and intrepid
martyr, and true follower of Christ, it will be difficult for
any one to be saved. Jesus Christ himself has declared:
—"He who confesses me before men, him will I also con
fess before my Father." What more shall I say'? The
Boman pontiff raises many men to the rank of saints, of
whom it would be difficult to predicate if they are with
the elect or with the devils; and he precipitates into hell
a man like this, when it results, from the examination of
his whole life, that his place is in heaven.
I have again specified these matters, in order that they
may serve as a salutary warning to such of our theolo
gians as may repair to the approaching council; for should
they resemble the men who assembled at the Council of
Constance, the same thing will happen to them as to their
predecessors—the acts which they will be anxious to con
ceal and bury in oblivion shall be dragged forth to the
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open day, and published everywhere. The doctors of Con
stance were convinced that no person would ever presume
to accuse them, either by word or writing, and much less
in the teeth of the cruelest menaces, to honour John Hus
as a saint, and condemn them for their conduct. Events
have, on the contrary, either by me or by others, verified
the predictions of John Hus.
Our theologians, strong in
their authority, anticipate no peril. I admit their power
to be equal to what they possessed in John Hus's time;
but it is not less certain, that he who then stood at their
tribunal now sits in a place where his judges must give
way before him.

1be Mas a IRascal,
BY JOHN NERUDA.

Translated from the Bohemian by Clara Vostrovsky.

Hor&cek is dead.
No one mourns for him, though he
was known in the whole of Little Side.* In fact, in
Little Side neighbors know one another very well in
deed, perhaps because they know no one beside; so
when Hordcek died, they told each other it was a good
thing, for his good mother must feel relieved of care, and
besides "was he not a rascal?"
He died suddenly in his
twenty-fifth year, according to the death notice; in this
notice nothing was said of his character, and that because,
as the dispensing clerk in the drug store very wittily re
marked, a rascal had none. But how different the case if
the clerk had died! Against and of him no one knew
anything! The body of Hordcek was taken with those of
others from the town chapel—"as is the life so is the
end," remarked the clerk at the drugstore—and behind the
carriage walked a small number of persons in their Sun
day-best attire, and so the more surely beggars.
In the
little party only two belonged to the funeral of Hor&cek,
his elderly mother and a very elegantly dressed young
gentleman, who supported her. The latter was very pale,
his walk somewhat shaky and uncertain, so that it seemed
at times that he was suffering from the ague.The inhabitants
of Little Side hardly noticed the weeping mother, so cer
tain were they of her experiencing relief at her son's
death; and if she wept, that was exactly like a mother,
and it might be for joy ; but the young man was probably
from another quarter, for no one knew him. "Poor fel
low, he needs support himself! He has probably come for
her sake!—What? his friend?—Why, who in the world
would publicly claim to know a person so disgraced and
besides Hor&cek has had no friend since childhood; he
was always a rascal!—Poor mother!"—and the mother
wept bitterly all the way and rich tears flowed down the
young man's cheeks, although Hor&cek had been from
childhood a rascal.
Hordcek's parents were greengrocers.
They did not
get along badly, but well as greengrocers generally do,
having their store in the neighborhood of many poor.
Laying aside kreutzer by kreutzer for wood, butter and
lard is a slow business, especially as a pinch of salt and
carroway seed must always be added; but in this way
comes often a full groschen and debts of two groschen can
honestly be paid.
Then, too, Mrs. Hor&cek had a good
name among the officer's wives, who praised her nice but
ter and bought much of it, because they did not have to
pay anything until the first.
Their son, Franky, was about three years old, aud still
wore dresses. The neighbors called him an ugly child.
Their own children were in every sense of the word older,and
so it was very seldom that little Frank dared to allow
himself to play with them. One day the children shouted
*Mal& S trana, Little Side, a suburb of P rague.

after a Jew; Franky was with them but did not do so;
the Jew ran after them and caught Franky, who did not
even think of running, and, swearing, led him to his
parents. The neighbors almost died of amazement at
what a rascal that little horrid Frank had already
become.
His mother was frightened and talked the matter over
with her husband.
"I shall not whip him, but he would
grow wild among the boys here, and since we cannot look
after him, so let us put him into the primary school."
Franky got his first short pants and went crying to
school. He remained there two years. The first year, on
account of his good behavior, he received a pastry roll at
the final examination; the second year, he would have re
ceived a picture had something not came in his way. On
the day before the examination, he went home at noon.
On his way he had to pass the home of a rich land owner.
To Franky's great delight, a number of fowls often ran
along the quiet street before the house. On this particu
lar day, several turkeys, which Franky had never before
seen, came strutting along.
He stopped and looked at
them in a high state of ecstacy. It did not take long be
fore he squatted down among them, and entered into an
important conversation with t.hem.
Dinner and school
were forgotten, and so when the children tattled in the
afternoon that Franky was playing with turkeys instead
of going to school, the master sent the maid servant of
the school to bring him. At the examination Franky got
nothing and ihe master told his mother to deal more
severely with him, for he was already a full-fledged rascal.
And Franky was truly a noted rascal! In the parsonage school, he sat besides the son of the inspector, and
used to walk home hand in hand with him.
They played
together at the inspector's; Franky was allowed to rock
the youngest child and for this, he received for lunch
coffee in a little white pot. The inspector's son always
had beautiful clothes and a much-starched white ruffle ;
Franky wore a clean suit, to be sure, but a muchpatched one, yet it never occurred to him that he was
dressed differently than his companion.
One day after
school, their teacher stopped near the two boys, and while
patting young Master Inspector on the cheeks, said: "See,
comrade, what a nice boy you are to know how to pro
tect your starched ruffle from dirt. Kindly give my re
gards to your father."
"Yes sir," replied Franky.
"I'm not speaking to you, ragamuffin!"
Franky did not understand at first, why his patched
clothes should keep the teacher from sending regards to
his father, but he felt there was some difference between
himself and the inspector's son, and so fought aud whip
ped him.
Hence, he was expelled from school as an in
corrigible rascal.
His parents sent him to a German school. Franky
hardly knew a word of German and so got along very
poorly in his studies. His teachers considered him negli
gent, although he tried hard enough, and ill-bred, because
he always defended himself when the boys teased him and
he could not quickly justify himself in German. And the
boys had enough with which to plague him.
Every now
and then he made some funny mistake in the German
and besides, other occasions were not lacking for him to
be laughed at.
Their chief merriment was furnished by
his appearing one day with a projecting, horizontal peak,
about half an inch thick, fastened to his close-fitting green
cap. His father had specially gone to Prague to procure
something extra for him. "It will not break and it will
protect you from the sun," he said and sewed on the
shade. Franky actually thought it a particular ornament
and walked proudly to school with it. He was greeted by
unending bursts of laughter as the boys hopped around
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him. His peak was among other peaks as a several inch
board is among inch boards, and it made the boys nick
name him.
For nothing at all, Frank cracked the nose
of one of them with his peak, and received in consequence
his first mark for pcor deportment. After that he had
difficulty in being allowed to enter the higher schools,
His parents were anxious to do all in their power to
have their son become a somebody. They did not wish
him to be obliged to labor so hard for his living as they
had done.
Teachers and neighbors tried to talk them
out of it, saying he had no ability, and was a rascal be
sides.
For he had that renown even among his neigh
bors. He had unusual ill-luck with them, although he did no
more, perhaps even less, than their own children. When
ever he played ball on the street, it would always fly into
some strange open window, and whenever he played in
the long passageways he was always sure, however great
his care, to break the lamp under the cross.
Franky, who was now called Hordcek, entered the
Higher School, after allIt cannot be said that he was
especially fond of his studies—he had formed a great
enough dislike for them at the German school—and his
general progress was only such that without any great
efforts on his part, he was promoted from year to year.
To make up for this, HoiAcek studied many things outside
of his school work.
He read indefatigably whatever
came into his hands, and before long, he was well ac
quainted with foreign literature. His German style was
soon polished — the one thing unpardonable in the
higher schools, his compositions contained thoughts and
pretty phrases. His teacher once declared that his flowery
style was almost like that of Herder. They watched him
and when they saw he did not know much in his other stud
ies, they would say he had great talents but that he was
a rascal. They did not believe however in ruining talent
and so Hordcek slipped through the last determining
examination.
He became a lawyer after a fashion and that because
his father wished him to be a government official. Hor£cek
now had even more time for reading than before, and
falling happily in love, he began himself to write. His
first attempts appeared in the newspapers and all of
Littfce Side was greatly excited over his becoming a liter
ary man and writing to newspapers, and of all things to
Bohemian papers.
They foretold he would meet an un
timely end, and when his father died a short time after,
they were convinced the rascally son was the cause of his
premature death.
His mother gave up the business. It was not long be
fore poverty stared them in the face, and Hor&csk had to
see that he earned something to support them. He was
not suited for a teacher, and besides no one would have
him in the house.
He would gladly have looked around
for a job, but could not decide to do so immediately. Hot
that he wished to continue his studies; law was distaste
ful enough to him, and he only visited the college when
time lay heavy on his hands. From the first of his law
studies he had resolved that for every hour he attended
school he would write an epigram. He began to write
antique distiches.
After reading his first epigram, he
found it had seven feet; he was happy over his new meter,
and told himself he would write only in lieptametres.
But when after his first effort he had time to think and
again counted his meters, he found there were eight.
The main hindrance lay in his affection. The girl,
beautiful and truly lovable, had been attracted to him by
a pure love, aud her parents did not urge others on her,
although there were many suitors for her hand.
The
young girl wished to wait for Hor&cek until he finished
his studies and secured a place for himself. The service
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which was offered him could satisfy present wants but
contained no future prospects. Hor&cek wisely felt that
the young girl would have no future with him; he did not
wish to make a drudge of her.
He thought he was less
in love than he really was, and so he resolved to give her
up. He had not the heart, however, to do it directly; he
wanted to be pushed and kicked aside, he was uncon
sciously seeking unmerited pain. Soon an idea occurred
to him.
He wrote an anonymous letter, disguising his
hand-writing, related the most disgraceful things of him
self and sent it to the parents of his beloved. The daugh
ter did not believe a word of it, but the father was more
careful, He inquired of Hor&cek's neighbors concerning
him, and here heard that that young man had been a
rascal from childhood. When, after a few days, Hor£cek
paid them a visit, the weeping girl ran into another room,
and Hor&cek was politely forbidden the house. After a
short time, the girl married another, and the news ran
through the whole of Little Side that Hor&cek had been
driven from the home for rascality.
Now at last Hor&cek's heart was breaking. He had lost
the only person in the world who loved him, and, he could
not deny his own fault. He lost courage, grew to dislike
his new occupation, and visibly wasted away. His neigh
bors were not at all surprised, it was the result of his reck
less living.
He now secured a position in a private office. Against
his will he worked hard and his employer soon had per
fect confidence in him, even entrusting him with money
when there was any to be taken anywhere.
An oppor
tunity came to him of being useful to His e mployer's son.
One day this young man waited for him just as he started
for home.
"Mr. Hor&cek, if you refuse me help, there is nothing
for me to do but to drown myself, and cause my father
shame, that I myself may not be overwhelmed by it. I
have a debt which I must pay to-day, cent for cent. I
shall not receive my money until day after to-morrow,
and what am I to do? Your are carrying money to my
uncle, entrust it to me for the present, day after to-mor
row I shall make it all right. My uncle will surely not
ask for it."
But the uncle did ask, and the next day this notice ap
peared in the paper: "I charge all connected with me to
entrust no money to F. Hordcek. I have discharged him
for dishonesty." Not even the news of fire in another
quarter would have interested Little Side so much.
Hor&cek told no tales on the inspector's son; he came
home and pleading headache, lay down.
The country doctor for the poor came with a somewhat
preoccupied air, at usual hour the next day into the drug
store.
"That rascal is then dead?" inquired the dispensing
clerk with a grin.
"Horacek?—well, yes."
"And from what illness?"
"Well —we will write perhaps that he had a stroke of
paralysis."
"Indeed, how fortunate for us that he did not leave debts,
behind for medicine, that rascal!"

Xetter JSoj.
C, La Grange, Tex. What we have stated about the
location of Slavkov, (Austerlitz) was taken from an ency
clopedia.
R , Sutersville, Pa. There is nothing wrong about the
article "Pittsburgh's Poor." Squalor is very often the
companion of poverty, and we must not get angry because
a newspaper says that some of our Slavonian people are-
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living in poveity and squalor.
People of other national
ities live the same way.
F. J. L , San Francisco• By common consent the Slav
onian people have adopted a uniform standard (slovansky
odznak) composed of these colors: white on top, light blue
in the middle and light red below.
By this arrangement
the Slavonian colors are distinguished from the French
tricolor. If the colors on your letter head, red, white
and blue, are intended to represent the Slavonian stand
ard, then they are wrong.
Our authority in this
matter is Francis Doucha and his article on "Slovansk£ barvy" may be found in the Bohemian en
cyclopedia (Naucny Slovnik, Vol- VIII., page 671). We
are unable to say when this Slavonian standard was
adopted, but we are inclined to believe that it was during
the Slavonic Congress, held in the city of Prague, duiing
the revolutionary days of 1848-9- At this congress, it will
be remembered, were present representatives of every
Slavonian people.
B. A., New York City, (l) We think it is more proper
to spell the name "Ladislas" than "Ladislaus." This is
after the analogy of "Nicolas," which you seldom or never
see spelt "Nicolaus." In accordance with this rule we
give preference to " Wenceslas " before " Wenceslaus " or
the German "Wenzel-" This latter name admits of no
English translation and it is wrong to change it to
"James." "Wenceslas" should be good enough for every
Bohemian, even in America. (2) We are not opposed to
a moderate change of one's name, especially if, for lack of
vowels, it appears unpronounceable to your American
neighbor.
One vowel more or less in your name will not
detract from your patriotism and Bohemians won't recover
their rights a day sooner let their tribune spell his name
"Gregr" or "Grdger".
ak.~Napoleon III. who was at war with Juarez, presi
dent of Mexico, took it into his head to offer the crown of
that distant country to the archduke Maximilian, the
younger bother of the emperor Francis Joseph. He was a
liberal and enlightened prince. As one of the vice-ad
mirals of the Austrian fleet and head of the admiralty, he
had done excellent service, while, as governor-general of
the Lombardo—Venetian kingdom, he had made laudable
efforts to render the foreign yoke less heavy on the Italians.
In 1864 he quitted his home at Miramar, and set out for
his distant empire full of the brightest hopes. But the
republican party of Mexico defended their native country
bravely against the monarch whom France attempted to
impose on her, and Maximilian, abandoned by his army,
was captured under the walls of Queretaro, condemned to
death and shot. After some delay, the body of Maximilian
was given up to his relatives, and was conveyed to Europe
in an Austrian frigate.
Veteran u66—It was the Prssian "needle gun" a breach
loading weapon, invented by an humble mechanic that
defeated Austria in 1866. The Prussians were divided in
three armies.
The first was under command of Prince
Frederick Charles, who afterwards became known among
the soldiers as "Our Fritz." The second was commanded
by the Crown Prince, and the third, or the army of the
Elbe by General Herwarth.
In all, they had about two
hundred and twenty-five thousand men in the field, with
seven hundred and seventy-four cannon. The Austrian
force was composed of two armies.
One under Count
Clam Gallas, the other and the largest, under General
Benedek. In all, the Austrian army numbered over two
hundered and sixty thousand men, with seven hundred
and sixty cannon. The reputation of Gen. Benedek was
so great, that every one suspected some deep laid plan by
which the Prussians were to be enticed into the heart of
the enemy's country and overwhelmed. But no plan at
all seems to have been formed.
With all her prepara

tions, the crisis found Austria unready, poorly equipped
and provisioned. Benedek had announced to his soldiers,
that he was going "to lead the brave and faithful
Austrian army against the unjust and wanton foes of the
empire." But, instead, the Prussian army was led against
him.—The three Prussian armies were all soon in Bohemia,
and moving steadily forward in lines converging toward a
point north of the Austrian army, which was concentrat
ed between Josefov and Kralove Hradec. The two arm
ies were now face to face and the decisive battle of
the war was to be fought.
This occured on
July 3, 1866, at Kr&lovfi Hradec, but more commonly
known as Sadova, from a small town of that name, near
the battle field. The Prussian loss was 9,000 men, killed
and wounded. The Austrians los': 16,235 killed and
wounded and 22,684 prisoners. A treaty of peace soon
followed.
TJl, Mass. August Geringer, 150 West 12th St., Chi
cago, may have a photogravure of Brozfk's painting "De
fenestration at Prague." If not he, then some book-seller
in Prague will certainly have it.
Vaclav Brozik has
chosen an incident for his subject, that indirectly brought
about the Thirty Years' War. It seems that Bohemian
Protestants have obtained permission to build some
churches on the abbey-lands of Brevnov (Braunau,) and in
the archbishopric of Prague. The "letter of majesty," guar
anteeing freedom of religion, had, however, only proclaim
ed tolerance within the royal cities, and the abbot and
archbishop consequently ordered the churches to be closed
and appealed to the king. After many discussions the
king decided that the church at Brevnov should be shut
up by the abbot, and onfe which had been built in the Ger
man town of Klostergrab destroyed by the archbishop
(1618).
But as soon as this news reached the Defenders
of the Faith they convoked the Protestant assembly, and
that body proceeded to declare that the government had
violated the "letter of majesty," and sent messengers to
Vienna, where the sovereign then was, to demand the res
toration of the churches.
Mathias refused, and ordered
the assembly to dissolve. This excited their intense
wrath, and, after some hesitation, they determined to
break with the king and to proclaim their independence
in some startling fashion. On leaving the country, Math
ias had appointed ten lieutenants to govern it, and it was
resolved that these ten lieutenats should be hurled from
the windows of the castle of Hradcany at Prague. The
23rd of May was fixed for the revolt. The leaders of the con
spirators were Count Thurn, Schlick and William Lobkovic. They arrived armed at the castle, where they found
four of the royal lieutenants, namely, Adam of Sternberg,
his son-in-law Jaroslav Martinic, William Slavata and
Diepold Lobkovic; with them was Fabricius, the secretary,
an obscure personage whom this day was to make cele
brated.
The room, which is still shown in the castle of
Prague was small, and but a few of the conspirators could
get into it, but among them were Thurn, Schlick, William
of Lobkovic, Ulric Kinsky and Paul Rican. They angrily
questioned the lieutenants and demanded whether they
had not prompted the threatening letter which Mathias
had sent. The lieutenants refused to reply. Schlick and
Lobkovic violently addressed the lieutenants. "You dogs
of Jesuits, you shall find out that you have not to
deal with women.''
All the conspirators were convinced
that Martinic and Slavata were mainly responsible for the
imperial letter and, in spite of their protests, these men
were declared enemies of their country and pronounced
outside the law.
The conspirators then thrust Sternberg
and Diepold of Lobkovic out of the door. Then William
of Lobkovic forced his way behind Martinic, seized both
his hands and held them firmly to his back, while Thurn
grasped Slavata by the hand, and both lieutenants were,
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with the aid of the other noblemen, drawn to the windows.
With their feet braced against the floor, and supplicating
for mercy, they attempted extreme resistance. It was of
no use; the two were thrown from different windows, from
a height of about 80 feet, into the castle moat. While
this scene was in progress, Fabricius, the secretary, was
in the background of the stage, where he ventured timid
ly to warn some nobles who stood near him of the danger
ous consequences of the act. This circumstance drew the
attention to him and several sprang forward with poniards
to stab him, but the request of others, that the place
might not be stained with blood, caused Fabricius to be
seized, and without ceremony hurled from a window. It
was between nine and ten o'clock in thejnorning, and the
execution was complete. Brozik's painting represents vividly
the tumult and the struggle in the room. By a strange chance
the three men escaped the death that was meant for them,
by falling on the rubbish with which the ditch was filled.
The Catholics, of course, attributed their escape to a
miracle.
A, N. T. "Zimnl Krai" or "Winter King" is a mock
ing title given to Frederick V., Prince Palatine, who was
king of Bohemia during the winter months from 1619 to
1620. Frederick accepted the crown from the Protestant
Estates during the Bohemian rebellion and he left the
country abruptly after the defeat at the White Mountain.
His wife was Elizabeth, the daughter of James VI. of
Scotland and I. of England. According to Antonin Gindely, this ambitious lady was very much disliked in Bo
hemia- She could express herself but awkwardly in the
German language—knew nothing of the Bohemian—and
her attendants were mostly young women from England,
so that she was separated from the Bohemiau ladies as if
by a Chinese wall. Hardly four days had elapsed since
her arrival in the country, with her husband, when it was
discovered that she had no regard for order, no hour for
meals, none for attendance at church.
Her toilet was
quite unpardonable; at least the modesty of the ladies at
Prague was deeply wounded by the naked breasts which
the Queen and her household exhibited in public. Had it
been indeed known in Prague how the Queen turned up
her nose at all she saw in Bohemia, she would have made
every one her enemy. Her unfavorable judgment, how
ever, was kept as a secret in the circle of those near her
person.
In all her wanderings and subsequent misfor
tunes, Elizabeth always retained the title of "Queen of
Bohemia," of which she seemed to have been very proud.
In an extraordinary and unforeseen manner the grand-son
of this "Queen of Bohemia" became king of England, and
originated the dynasty of the reigning monarchy.
Kouba, N. Y. John Zfizka, the invincible leader of the
Hussites, was born in the hamlet of Trocnov, in southern
Bohemia, and hence he is sometimes called "John Zizka
of Trocnov." Ilis parents were noble but not wealthy.
According to popular tradition, his mother, probably a
widow, had been in the harvdst field overlooking her
reapers, and had barely gained the shelter of an adjacent
grove, when in the shade of a spreading oak. her disting
uished son was born. This tree, venerated in after years
as Zizka's oak, survived almost to our own times. Its
old weather-beaten stem was cut down in 1774, and divided
among the people of the neighborhood, "every smith hop
ing to deal heavier blows with a hammer-handle from the
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oak of Zizka." It is as a warrior contending for the relig
ious and political freedom of his country, and especially
as the avenger of its martyrs, that the bold form of this
remarkable man looms out from the mist of centuries.
£izka was endowed with a robust and powerful frame
which seemed almost insensible to fatigue; a firmness of
soul unmoved by the greatest danger; a cool self-possession
which enabled him to take instant advantage of the
errors of an enemy; a wonderful fertility of expedient by
which he extricated his troops from positions of imminent
danger or rallied them to renewed conflict from fields of
confusion and appjarent rout.
To the enemies of his
country and faith, Zizka was fierce, stern and implacable;
moving upon them like Talus, Spenser's iron representa
tion of justice, and striking down without mercy or pity
all who contested his path. Rigorous also in repressing
insubordination in his own ranks, this impassive, inexor
able man was yet beloved by the soldiers, whose fare he
partook, whose privations he shared, and upon whom, re
serving nothing for himself, he freely bestowed all the
spoils of the enemy. At the siege of R&bi in 1422, Z izka
lost his remaining eye and was thenceforth totally blind.
Nevertheless his people, blind as he was, continued to
have implicit confidence in his guidance and counsel. He
might no longer lead the attack, 'but in the day of
battle, as at Nemecky Brod and at Malesov, or of threat
ened mutiny, as under the walls of Prague, Zizka, mount
ed upon a wagon and standing under the folds of his
battle flag "of the cup," with a few simple but glowing
words could bend his followers to his will, inspire them
with his own indomitable energy, and send them like an
avalanche upon the foe. The public career of Zizka was
short; but six years were given him to engrave his name
on the history of Bohemia and he did it indelibly.
His
death was fatal to the liberties of his country. No other
leader could fill his place, or inspire the army with the
confidence it had reposed in Zizka. In consequence of his
death the army, which united might have secured Bohem
ian independence, became divided and disorganized and a
period of unbridled anarchy was followed by ages of cruel
despotism. Zizka's remains were first
interred at the
principal church of the city of <3iislav. This tomb, undis
turbed for nearly two centuries, was barbarously de
molished after the battle at White Mountain, by order of
the emperor, but it was impossible to erase the memory
of £izka from the Bohemian heart. His countrymen have
ever regarded him as their national hero. He was a strong,
rough embodiment of the national character of his time.
Though he fought for a cause which to this day is displeasing
to the Roman Church he is a popular hero, in a Catholic
country, a hero whose name and deeds are as household
words to every true child of Bohemia.
Zizka died in the
year 1422.
A foolish story was long current that, in ac
cordance with Zizka's express injunctions, his sxin was
flayed off, tanned and used as a cover for a drum which
was afterwards employed in the Hussite army, in order
that even when dead he might be a terror to his enemies.
Zizka's almost total deficiency in cavalry was compen
sated for by the introduction of the "cart fort" (vozov£
hradba) constructed of the baggage wagons, to protect
his army from the charges of the mail clad knights.
£izka never lost a battle and routed the Germans on
numerous occasions.
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CHICAGO ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE PILSEN LUMBER C O.
WHOLESALE LUMBER.
Office and Docks, Cor. Lafiin and 23d St.
Write for Estimates.

CHICAGO.

BOHEMIAN BREWING CO,
OF CHICAGO.

The Largest Bohemian Brewery in America.
BREWERS OF THE HEALTHIEST
BEERS IN THE MARKET.

Wi

n e

Gr

o w k r s

"GENUINE BOHEMIAN IM AGER,"
"PRAGUER," "GRANAT"
Address all orders to

Of Sonoma County, Cal.

684 to 706 Blue Island Ave.,

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

Imported and Domestic Wines and Liquors
583 Center Ave.

CHICAGO.

PECHA

CHICAGO,

SIMKN,

ART

GLASS

C u t , G r o u n d a nd B e ve l e d G l as s .

-

11 and 13 S. Canal St.

CHICAGO.

Designs Sent on Application.

328 West 18th Street,

Attorney
and Counsellor a t L aw.
99 Seventh St., New York City.
I-H J.
MANUFACTURER OF

ILLS.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.

MUSIC AND MUSICAL I NSTRUMENTS.
LOUIS VITIK,
CANTON,
OHIO.

CHICAGO, IIX.

Insurance a nd P assage A gent

CHICAGO.

188-190 W 20TH ST., C OR. J OHN

AND C IGAR C LIPPINGS.

Established 1873.

Notary Public.

Managed on Com

Nos. 241 and 243 South 2nd Street,

JOHN

JOHN

and

Dealer in

And all Cigar Maker's Supplies.

379 Fulton Street,

Bought, Sold

mission, Rents Collected, Taxes Paid, Etc.

IVT. SIKYTA,
KRESL & MALLUE,
Manufacturers of

Estate

FINE HAVANA QIGARS

Only Pure Wines of our own Vintage offered.

CIGAR MOLDS, PRESSES,

INSURANCE AND PASSAGE.
Real

AND "PlLSEN.''

B O H E M I A N B R E W I N G CO . ,
Eastern Depot: 40 La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois.

NOTARY PUBLIC, REAL ESTATE, LOANS,

F. J. NEKARDA,

* BRANDS *

F. K O R B E L & B R O S .

ROBERT L. PITTE,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
If you want to Save Money,
buy all your

Jewelry and Watches,
From reliable house of

W. J.WISA

SON,

381 W. 18th St., Chicago, Ills.

Established 1885.

Write for Catalogue.

Bohemian Importing Co.
117-119 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

—Wholesale Importers of—
B O H E M I A N AND R U S S I A N D R Y A N D F A N C Y
GOODS ENGLISH BE AVER SHAWLS
AND SMOKERS' A RTICLES.
V. W. HELDT.

J. J. LANGER.

sJ.

GALVANIZED IRON C ORNICES
Z i n c Or n a m e n t s a S p e c i a l i t y .
T i n a n d Sl a t e R o o f i n g .
518 Blue Island Ave.

Elegant N ew C ustom Tailor P arlors
ezulicez:,
CHICACO.

GHOCE^V HOUSE,
537 Blue Island Ave. 643 Loomis St.

,

1530 So uth 13th Street,

OMAHA, NEB

Sole Agent for sale of Lots in several of the best
Additions to the City and South Omaha.

Manufacturers of

Architectural Irons of every description.

Exclusive

manufacturers of the Patent Eureka Hand Cylin
General Foundry and Machine
Works, etc., etc.

NEW PRAGUE, MINN .

DR. J OS. SYKORA, M . D .
CLEVELAND, O,

ANTON T. ZEMAN,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
919 Chamber of Commerce,
CHICAGO, IIXS.

lpnntfng in different Hanguages.

1211 S. I3tb St.

@maba, 1neb.

FASHIONABLE MERCHA NT-TAILOR

JOSEPH TAUTER,

NEW PRAGUE MANUFACTURING CO.,
B R E W E R ' S P A T . I R O NW I N D O W S I L L ,

pofcrofe ZapaDu pr inting Co.,
FR AN K VODI CKA .

CHICAGO.

Clothing

Cleaned, Dyed and Repaired Promptly
at Moderate Prices

I4A9-I453 BROADWAY.

a

For Sale or Trade.

FRANK KASPAR
Proprietor of the

Special Attention Given to Uniforms.

der Press.

is: a

REAL ESTATE,

Property in all parts of the City
Established 1869.

were opened by

At 583 W. 18th St.

CHICAGO.

JOSEPH

B. F. PORGES.

European Office: Roudnic, Bohemia.

JOS.

WALES,

Wholesale Dealer in

MICHIGAN AND CALIFORNIA WINES,
Fine Brandies and Kentucky Whiskies.
American

Elixir

of

Bitter

Wine,

Specially

recommended by prominent physicians.

395 to 401 W. 18th St.

312 South 12th Street,
United States National BankBIdg., Omaha, Neb.

CHICAGO.

FRANK H0LASEK,

Real E state, L oans, Collections
Wills drawn and estates probated.
Legal Business Promptly and Carefully Attended to.

JOSEPH

HOIS,

435 TEMPLE COURT,

Practical Plumber and Gas Fitter

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

SEWER BUILDER.

P. V. R OVNIANEK & CO.

609 W. 31st St.

CHICAGO.

Tel. Canal, 87.

PUBLISHERS AND PROPRIETORS OF

AMERIKANSKO SLOVENSKE N OVINY.
Bankers and Steamship Agents.

Importers of

Slavonic Religious and Literary Works.

JOS.

KRAL,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Main Office: 604 Grant St., Pittsburg.
Branch: 25 Ave. A, Cor. 2d St., New York.

References: Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justice U.S.
•

Gregory, Booth & Harlan, Lawyers, Chicago.

"HOTEL PILSEN"
180-183 E. Washing'on St.

CHICAGO

Hardware, C utlery a nd S porting Goods
423 West 18tli Street,
CHICAGO.

2d Door West of 5th Avenue.

Nicely Furnished Rooms and First-Class Table
Board. This hotel is newly refitted with
4 jModern Improvements, and is
s'tuated in the heart of City.
J, J. VlOTA.

PROPRIETORS

JACOB 8TAINER

MRS. F. A. DOERING,
THE LEADING MILLINER.
378 Ontario St.

CLEVELAND, O.

Mail Orders Given Prompt Attention.

N0YAK & S TEISKAL,

Mortgage Bankers, Real Estate and Loans,
Insurance and Passage Agents.

Mortgages for Sale.

Notaries Public.
Collections of all kinds and
remittances to all parts of the World
promptly attended to at
Current Rates.

Office, 675 Loomis Street.

lowest

CHICAGO.

Near Blue Island Avenue and W. i8th St.

